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								Looking forward to seeing you soon.  Thank you for the large number of abstract submissions for COSPAR 2024, Busan, South Korea, 13 - 21 July 2024.

 

									
						

												
					
												
						
					

				

			

			
						
			
				    
					
												
						
							
								COSPAR Resources and Activities Related to the United Nations

								

									
						

												
					
												
						
					

				

			

			
						
			
				    
					
												
						
							
								COSPAR 2026

								The 46th COSPAR Scientific Assembly will be held in Florence, Italy, 1 - 9 August
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					  Latest News

					  

					  
					  
						  
							  

								  

									  
										  COSPAR appoints Niklas Hedman as General Counsel									  

									  Published Wednesday, April 10th, 2024

									  Please welcome Niklas Hedman, COSPAR’s new General Counsel. He brings invaluable knowledge and experience from his time at the United Nations, where he most recently held the position of Acting Director of the Office for Outer Space Affairs (UNOOSA). Read more in this press release.

								  

								    
							 
							  

						  

					  

					  
					  
						  
							  

								  

									  
										  Inaugural COSPAR International Planetary Protection Week									  

									  Published Tuesday, March 12th, 2024

									  COSPAR’s Inaugural International Planetary Protection Week will be held at the Royal Society, London, UK, 22-25 April 2024. Hosted by AstrobiologyOU and funded by the UK Space Agency as part of the International Bilateral Fund, it will include sessions ranging from the Planetary Protection Landscape to Icy Worlds, and the Implementation of Planetary Protection. Register […]

								  

								    
							 
							  

						  

					  

					  
					  
						  
							  

								  

									  
										  COSPAR Outstanding Paper Awards for Young Scientists 2023 - LSSR									  

									  Published Friday, March 8th, 2024

									  Congratulations to the recipients of the COSPAR Outstanding Paper Award for Young Scientists published in Life Sciences in Space Research (LSSR) in 2023.

								  

								    
							 
							  

						  

					  

					  
					  
						  
							  

								  

									  
										  LSSR Outstanding Paper Awards for Young Scientists Free to Read									  

									  Published Wednesday, February 21st, 2024

									  Complimentary access for three months to the papers selected for the Outstanding Paper Award for Young Scientists (published in Life Sciences in Space Research in 2022).

								  

								    
							 
							  

						  

					  

					  
					  
						  
							  

								  

									  
										  ASR Outstanding Paper Awards for Young Scientists Free to Read									  

									  Published Wednesday, February 21st, 2024

									  Complimentary access for three months to the papers selected for the Outstanding Paper Award for Young Scientists (published in Advances in Space Research in 2022).

								  

								    
							 
							  

						  

					  

					  
					  
						  
							  

								  

									  
										  So Many Abstracts! Submission Open through the Weekend									  

									  Published Saturday, February 17th, 2024

									  Last minute abstract submissions were numerous, and the on-line system was saturated for a few hours toward the deadline. Submissions will be possible, therefore, through the weekend. Please excuse any inconvenience encountered.

								  

								    
							 
							  

						  

					  

					  
					  
						  
							  

								  

									  
										  COSPAR Outstanding Paper Awards for Young Scientists 2022 - LSSR									  

									  Published Monday, February 12th, 2024

									  Congratulations to the recipients of the COSPAR Outstanding Paper Award for Young Scientists published in Life Sciences in Space Research (LSSR) in 2022.

								  

								    
							 
							  

						  

					  

					  
					  
						  
							  

								  

									  
										  Advances in Space Research: Top Reviewers of 2023									  

									  Published Wednesday, January 24th, 2024

									  Advances in Space Research (ASR), as with any established scientific journal, insists on a rigorous peer-review process to maintain the integrity and quality of its published papers. An essential part of this process is the reviewer, spending his or her valuable time using unique expertise to evaluate the scientific quality of a manuscript and help […]

								  

								    
							 
							  

						  

					  

					  
					  
						  
							  

								  

									  
										  Advances in Space Research - Special Issues									  

									  Published Tuesday, January 9th, 2024

									  Click to see recently or soon to be published / free to read ASR special issues and open calls for special issues.

								  

								    
							 
							  

						  

					  

					  
					  
						  
							  

								  

									  
										  COSPAR Outstanding Paper Awards for Young Scientists 2022 - ASR									  

									  Published Wednesday, January 3rd, 2024

									  Congratulations to the recipients of the COSPAR Outstanding Paper Award for Young Scientists published in Advances in Space Research (ASR) in 2022.
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		  What is COSPAR ?

		  
		  The Purpose of COSPAR, by its Charter from the International Council for Science (ICSU), now the International Science Council (ISC), is “to promote at an international level scientific research in space, with emphasis on the exchange of results, information and opinions, and to provide a forum, open to all scientists, for the discussion of problems that may affect scientific space research. The objectives of COSPAR are to be achieved through the organization of scientific assemblies, publications, or any other means.”
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		  Links

		  https://www.cospar-assembly.org/

https://www.cospar2024.org/
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